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HINKEY DINKY PARLEY-VOO
You never know, you never oan guess., what, may 

happen at the LASFS. Rapid succession resignations of their offices 
by Secretary Yerke, Director Daugherty and Treasurer Hodgkins, with 
interregnum rule by Art Joquel, resulted at the meeting of April 17 in Paul Freehafer’s move of "election by acclamation” of an obscure fan 
by the name of FJAckerman^ For four years-Forry had refused and 
fought off this office.. It is not certain, but sitters-by thought 
they heard him murmer, ”1 surrender,” when his name was brought up 
again, for directorship. At least, he made no motion to’oppose. So 
the gavel and Supreme Dictatorship of the Angeleno Imagi-natives were 
“bestowed upon the fair brow of Fangeleno #1—long, may he 'beat it J

Immediate appointments were Edwin Chamberlain to the position of 
Secretary; Morojo, Treasurer; with the retention of Joquel as Librar
ian. Other oocuranoes included Ted Emsheimer’s becoming a member, Ray 
Bradbury’s rejoining, passage of motion for affiliation with the Weird 
Tales Club,'and celebration by the persons present—Pogo, Hasse, Hoff-» 
man, Io quel, Bradbury, Brown, Moro jo, Ackerman, Chamberlain, and Ted 
Emsheimer, wife and daughter—of the 19th birthday of Bruce Yerke, 
with a choclit cake inscribed in green, ”Tubby from the Clubby.”

INDEX INDICATED
Taking oognizence of a very apparent need in- fandom. 

Art Joquel has started on a complete index of fmz? Index will list all 
stories, articles, pics & other info about all fmz ever publisEt. Htpe/ 
to have at least the first volume of the FANNUAL ready by the* Denven- 
tion. Index will be in two volumes, 1931-35 & 1936-40, & will appear 
annually thereafter. Latest addition to Joquel’s ASTRA pubs chain 
completes•series, with FMZ DIGEST monthly, SPECULA bi-monthly, SPECTRA 
quarterly, the new SCORPIO tri-yearly, & SUN TRAILS a semi-annual..

NEBULOUS PLANS
Possibility of quote anotherJ unquote fan magazine, or 

femme, • from Shangri-LA. Name: NEBULA. Editor, Ed Chamberlain. Large 
size, mimeod, first ish probably to consist of material selected from 
Dickrain’s defunct Cosmic, incomplete dummy of which was sent to Ack
erman, turned over to Chamberlain; plus perhaps material on hand by 
Liebscher & Gilbert; story & original illustrations by ye Ed.

OH, JOHNNY!
According to Pogo, her private poll shows interest highest 

in John B Michel for her project, so her first Fan-bf-the-Month, novz 
in preparation, will be devoted-to dissecting the michelist, giving 
the lowdown & the inside on him, as reveald in his writings & from 
Chicontaot.

FIVESOME SEES ’’TERROR” TRIPLETS
Upon completion of VoM #13, 4e, Morojo 

Walt Daugherty, Eleanor O’Brien & Ed Chamberlain went to see 3 ’’horror7 
films, being ’’The Crooked Circle,” ’’Torso Murder Mystery” & :tFace at 
the Window.”




